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Why use PatBase Express?

- Search intuitively:
  User-friendly interface and streamlined workflow
  Identify emerging trends and opportunities
  Analyse and visualise patent data in different ways

- Range of tools available:
  Unearth hidden patents with Semantic Search
  Find additional key words, synonyms, acronyms and translations of particular terms with PatBase Thesaurus

- Overcome language barriers:
  Cross-lingual search tools and millions of machine translations
  Ideal platform for searching East and West patent data
  Non-Latin search option
PatBase Express Features
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- PatBase Analytics
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- Advanced highlighting
- Search in the same publication
- Non-patent literature searching
- View forward and backward citations
- Legal Status
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**Title:** Vertical take-off aircraft

**Abstract:** Source: US4071207A. A wingless vertical take-off aircraft having multiple ducted propeller rotors with controllable pitch blades symmetrically mounted in the forward and the rear portions and on both sides of the aircraft with the ducts angled downwardly at an acute angle to the aircraft longitudinal axis, transversely extending deflector vanes pivotable vertically within the exit portion of the ducts, and a rudder for yaw control mounted in the exit portion of each rearwardly located duct. Control in altitude and in attitude about the pitch and roll axes is achieved by controlling the collective pitch of the propellers in selected ducts with the roll control being interconnected to the yaw control to counteract roll/yaw coupling effects and control in trim and forward flight thrust being provided by setting the position of the deflector vane to divert the air flow from the ducts in variable directions with respect to the aircraft axis and the vertical.

**Owner(s)/Assignee(s):** PIASECKI AIRCRAFT CORP

**Inventor(s):** PIASECKI FRANK N; MEYERS DONALD N

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Published in: (family)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Publication number</th>
<th>Publication date</th>
<th>Application number</th>
<th>Application date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Priority:** US19750611739 19750909

**Classifications:**
- International (IPC): B60V1/00 B64C29/00 (Advanced/Invention);
- B60V1/00 B64C29/00 (Core/Invention);
- Cooperative (CPC): B64C29/0025
- European (ECLA): B60V1/00 B64C29/00B2B
- US (IPC): 180/118 180/120 244/12.5 244/221 244/23D


**Agent(s):**
Non-Patent Literature Searching in PatBase Express

“PatBase Express offers a simple and intuitive way of investigating patents and is based on the same underlying PatBase data”

- Non-patent literature sources added
- Search NPL sources at the same time as your patent search
- Individual search form for different sources
- Includes Pubchem, Scopus, IEEE, Inspec and more
- 13 different sources
Non-Patent Literature Searching in PatBase Express
Who Uses Us?

Leading Corporations Globally from all industries:

- Automotive makers und suppliers
- Pharmas/ BioTechs/ MedDevice
- High-tech corporations
- Oil & gas companies
- IP law firms
- Patent search firms
- I.P. specialists
- Universities
- National Patent Offices

http://www.minesoft.com/minesoft-customers/
Why Do They Use Us?

• Patent research
• Monitoring & analysis
• IP document retrieval
• Patent archiving and competitive intelligence
• Extensive coverage
• Fast, efficient
• Intuitive
• Analytics & visualisation
• Quality data
Contact us

Find out more at info@minesoft.com, or

Contact our UK office: +44 (0)20 8404 0651
Contact our German office: +49 (0)211 7495 0930
Contact our US office: +1 703 931 1597
For more international contacts, please go to http://www.minesoft.com/contact-minesoft/

Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter